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Unanimous AI Awarded New Patent for Swarm AI® Technology 

 
Latest Patent is Related to the use of Swarm AI Technology on Mobile Devices 

SAN FRANCISCO, JUNE 3RD, 2019 

Unanimous AI, pioneers of Swarm AI technology, announced today that it has recently been awarded an 
additional patent for its innovations in amplifying the intelligence of networked human groups. The new 
patent is related to Swarm AI technology for use on mobile devices: 

US Patent 10,310,802: System and Method for Moderating Real-Time Closed-Loop Collaborative 
Decisions on Mobile Devices 

The newly issued patent covers a range of inventive methods and systems for amplifying the intelligence 
of networked human groups by forming real-time emergent systems on mobile systems. Published 
research studies have shown that by forming such systems, networked groups generate significantly 
more accurate decisions, forecasts, and assessments than traditional methods. 

For example, in a study published earlier this year in collaboration with Stanford University small groups 
of doctors connected online using Swarm AI technology were able to reduce their diagnostic errors by 
over 30%. In another recent study, published in collaboration with California State University (CalPoly), 
small business teams connected online by Swarm AI increased their performance by over 20% on a 
standard intelligence test. Numerous other studies have shown similarly impressive results. 

“At Unanimous, our mission is to amplify the intelligence of networked human groups,” said Dr. Louis 
Rosenberg, CEO of Unanimous AI, “turning their combined knowledge, wisdom, and intuition into 
optimized forecasts, insights, and assessments that demonstrate significantly amplified accuracy.” 

A combination of real-time human insights and AI algorithms, Swarm AI technology from Unanimous 
turns networked teams into super-intelligent systems inspired by the way birds flock, fish school, and 
bees swarm. The technology is now available to all business teams through the newly released SaaS 
platform from Unanimous AI called Swarm®. The Swarm platform enables any business team to quickly 
harness their combined brainpower and converge in real-time upon AI-optimized solutions. 

About Unanimous AI  
Unanimous AI’s Swarm® platform is the world’s first software platform for amplifying the intelligence of 
business teams. The Swarm platform and Swarm AI technology from Unanimous was recognized as 
SXSW’s 2018 “Artificial Intelligence Innovation of the Year.” Unanimous AI has received funding from the 
National Science Foundation (NSF) to advance its hybrid human-AI technologies. #NSFFUNDED 
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